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BETWEEN
ORIENT AND OCCIDENT

In no other country is so much importance attached to the ancient
Confucian ideal of perfect styling than in Japan. And the highest
ideal of the Japanese is harmony. Already in the seventh century
written in 1910 by Professor Kunitake Kume, a government spokesman,
above all else!" This has nothing to do with the disputes,
contradictions and tensions to which all of us are susceptible - it
refers to the highly developed gifts of reconciliation and concord.

Harmony and perfect styling, albeit materially and not in the
Confucian sense of courtesy, are highly significant in the fashion
world. Admittedly to reach them a tortuous path has to be trodden
in today's world of increasing polarization - not only in fashion.
Nevertheless the harmonizing of counterpoints and fusion of
contrasts is a new way towards styling employed more and more
by haute couture countries in their incessant search for innovations

- often with surprisingly interesting results. There is a
multifarious interplay between cultural and geographical
contrasts and the primeval masculine-feminine polarity. While western
fashion houses gain inspiration from traditional oriental elements,
designers from the land of the rising sun are stimulated by
occidental influences. A world-wide exchange of fashion ideas
is in full swing, with the limelight on the alternating East-West

110 fashion interplay.

These Japanese encroachments into Europe have created a
considerable stir-which has not gone unnoticed by the press. The
ensuing development has already left its mark on three generations

of fashion designers in Japan and throughout the world. An
opportunity for on-the-spot comparison was provided by the first
mutual fashion show for autumn/winter 85/86: the Tokyo ready-
made collection, organized on the well-tried lines of Paris and
Milan. This was a rendezvous for the establishment, the young
celebrities and newcomers. For amongst the 38 fashion houses
taking part in the programme were those already long-accustomed

to two worlds, such as Issey Miyake, Kansai Yamamoto or
Hanae Mori, as well as representatives of the so-called second
generation originally connected with the Japanese challenge -
such as Rei Kawakubo and Yohji Yamamoto - who in the
meantime have also gained their "dual citizenship" in the fashion
world. Moreover a talented new generation has arisen in Tokyo,
including ten making their public début whose initial objective is
to enliven the Japanese scene with their allurements.

Japanese fashions have clearly been enriched with ideas from
traditional European haute couture, in the same way as the
Japanese wrapping and draping element still occupies a niche in
western fashion - despite trends towards a slimmer silhouette with
emphasis on the figure. Indeed the younger generation often
remains more faithful to the richly-draped look regarded as
typically Japanese than to the renowned internationally established

designers, who are more open to the trend towards general
femininity and new colour schemes. After all it is they who prefer to
work with materials from the traditional European textile centres.
Switzerland plays an important role in this scene, as shown in the
following report on winter fashions 85/86.
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MADE IN SWITZERLAND -
MADE-UP IN JAPAN

Until a few years ago "Japanese fashion" was unheard of in the
western fashion world. But ever since the "Japan shock" in Paris
it has been taking constant shape, and is now a meaningful
expression. It is defined by a specific combination of silhouette and
material. Japan herself only became aware of this fashion trend via
Paris, and for the Japanese the definition can only be applied with
certain reservations. Indeed it is regarded as ambivalent, or at least
as restrictive. For although this characteristic signature is only a
facet - it is avant-garde, and its radiance has outshone all other
fashion styles in the expanding clothing industry. This is precisely
the sore point.

There is no doubt that the Japan Look is making its way to worldwide

recognition, and now appears capable of producing genuine
112 fashion innovations. This is very important to a nation which still

suffers a reputation for imitation and whose own creativity has
obviously been underrated. The resultant increase in self-confidence

reflects upon all the other activities in the fashion branch.
However it does not prevent a certain division into two camps - or
rather a forking of the roads to fashion. A Japanese designer puts
it this way: "There are people who follow the rules of dressmaking,
and there are others who have deliberately broken them in a
spectacular manner."

As yet fashion has no history in Japan - clothing has always been
firmly based on tradition. The enormous step from century-old
kimono traditions to the unremitting changes of fashion has taken
place in an astonishingly short space of time. It is hardly surprising
that the Japanese are still relatively reserved towards this new
medium, and that their dressing behaviour newly gained from the
western world is mainly conservative. Men rely on the correctness
of conventional suiting. Women have no experience yet in self-
determined styling and individual self-presentation, and role-
changing in fashion is still entirely new to them. Leading
personalities are in great demand as suitable examples.
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At this stage of development it is quite logical for the Japanese
woman to be attracted above all by well-founded fashions with the
continuity of famous names - in other words European haute
couture. She seems, rather ironically, to be less affected by the new
Japanese fashion trends than her fashion-conscious European
counterpart, who in turn no longer wins very much from the
genuine or affected couture style so loved by the Japanese
woman.

The aura of haute couture corresponds in Japan to the high
prestige value of clothing, all the more since an impeccable
appearance and appealing style have a considerable ethical
significance apart from their aesthetic importance. More money
is spent on clothing than on living; budgets for hairdressing and
cosmetics can be astronomical. And the trend continues: interest
in fashion is increasing at all levels. This belongs to the determined
efforts towards social progress.

114

The prestige of outward appearance embraces representation
and endows security. For this reason impeccable elegance is

regarded more highly than the insecurity of avant-garde fashion
trends. Prestige means quality and nobility as well as luxury - in
other words superior materials are used for a wide selection of
cocktail and evening fashions, to which more importance is

attached than in the western world. This is without any doubt a
great advantage to the Swiss nouveauté specialists, who are
represented in the autumn and winter collections of the great
designers and renowned fashion houses mainly with their silks
and embroideries.

"Rich mix" is the motto for a collection which is likely to have a wide
appeal, based as it is on sumptuous materials. A preference above
all for the soft glow of flowing silks and the glitter of spangles is

everywhere apparent to a high degree. The material often inspires
the style, which usually makes effective use of generous and
uncomplicated silhouettes. The eye is also drawn by a magical
luminescence of colour.
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The new roads to fashion presentation, originally based on Italian
ideas, also lead to Tokyo. The renowned designer Kimijima, who
likes to stage his fashion shows imaginatively and loves action,
has populated his salons with life-like mannequin dolls. His clients
are thus presented with a practically permanent show of his
latest collection, while the window displays attract the gaze of
passers by.

It is almost as if his life-like displays have been frozen in action for an
instant - the mannequins seem to be holding their breath. Fashion is

paradoxically brought to life by Still Life.
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THE JAPANESE CHOICE

What succeeds on the Japanese
fashion market? Which Swiss
textiles appeal to the Japanese fashion

houses?

It is clear right from the outset
that only the very special has any
chance at all of being imported,
since after all Japan has her own
highly developed textile industry,
although this is more geared
to large-scale mass-production
and cannot cover trends on the
fringe, specialities and exclusive
articles. Basically the Japanese
textile importer keeps his eye
mainly on fashion innovations,
sophisticated accessories and
outstanding quality.

The average Japanese woman is

usually described as conservative
and quality-conscious as far

as her fashion habits are
concerned. However too much
reliance on the behaviour of a mere
statistical average would bring
an unnecessarily restricted
outlook. For Japan is also developing

towards diversification and
target-group thinking. Above all
in the capital there are various
needs and life-styles reflected in
a wide variety of fashions.

This psychology of classified
selections and bundled themes,
which has caused a general
alteration in the fashion market,
can be observed from the Japanese

textile importer's tendency
to deliberately seek out the very
special products of the most
notable specialists in their particular

field. This for example is how
Swiss Cotton achieved its impeccable

reputation in Japan, and
that is why the Japanese are such
faithful clients of the St. Gall
embroiderers and Zurich silk
merchants. Since the prices of Swiss
materials - at least for the upper
middle class ready-made collections

- have now reached their
ceiling, the innovative element of
fashion appeal or special-effect
accessories is essential.

Examples of Swiss textiles
selected for the autumn/winter of
1985/86 and made up for prestigious

couture, designer and ready-
made collections, demonstrate
the range of expression which
can be achieved by textiles-from
napped winter cottons, fine
worsteds and printed woollen muslins

to moiré, organza, coarse-
ribbed Ottoman or decorative
border embroidery, richly printed

118 woven silks and spangled velvets.
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An entire store
dedicated to the bride:

Yumi Katsura's
bridal fashion speciality

store in Tokyo.
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...and European influence.

LT0c*?5ltî«S

WEDDING IN JAPAN

"I turn to Shinto priest in case of public festivals, while the Buddhist
priest is my ministrant for funeral service. I regulate my conduct
according to Confucian maxims and Christian morals." This was
written in 1910 by Professor Kunitake Kume, a government spokesman.

The religious open-mindedness and tolerance of the Japanese has
probably never been described more precisely. They have no trouble
at all in extracting from the various faiths and philosophies anything
which seems to make life and death more logical and purposeful. And
they succeed in fusing all these elements into a personal devoutness
and a self-determination of the rituals which they love above all else.

This open-mindedness to various different influences is also reflected
in the Japanese wedding, the most important event of a lifetime which
can bring the bride's father to the edge of ruin -for he feels compelled
to present a spectacle to his relations, colleagues and business
acquaintances which is often far beyond his means. It is quite common
for the bridal pair to be dressed in accordance with ancient Japanese
tradition for the church service, but for the young bride to change her
kimono afterwards for a white wedding dress in the European manner
- adorned with the costliest possible embroidery. When the mood has
relaxed after the rites and speeches she may appear in yet another
garb - in colourful, richly decorated party dress reminiscent of state
robes. Getting married is an extremely prestigious matter.

Yumi Katsura with
a model wedding
dress of Forster
Willi embroidery.
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One of the floors in the bridal store.
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But getting married is also a flourishing industry. Amongst those with a
financial interest is the matchmaker, who was responsible for the
whole idea in the first place and operates a respected business. Then
there are the leading department stores which offer entire wedding
arrangements with all the trimmings right down to the last detail. Great
care is taken that the wedding day does not coincide with a portentous
"butsumetsu", which according to the Chinese-Japanese lunar
calendar occurs every five or six days - the great event must fall on a
happy "taian" day. However on such days the wedding houses, more
like palaces, are overcrowded. From roof to basement, from ceremonial

room to Japanese garden, they are fully equipped to ensure a
smooth-running wedding. Or rather weddings, for on "taian" days
dozens of marriages and receptions are efficiently managed at
adeptly arranged intervals. From the bride's elaborate traditional wig
to the sumptuous wedding breakfast, from the priest to the photographer

- nothing is forgotten. And if any guests still have no wedding
present, they have an enormous boutique at their disposal. The ornate
packing - in Japan almost as important as the present itself - is often
made of artfully knotted perfumed silk for such occasions.
Advice on wedding arrangements, at least as far as appearances are
concerned, is given by many leading periodicals concerned exclusively

with bridal fashion and the society dresses and formal wear so
important in Japan. At regular intervals special bridal fashion shows
are held, which are very popular especially with future mothers-in-law.
Since 1976 the Japan Formal Wear Association has been looking after

124 the specific interests of manufacturers in this branch, and even a
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Japan Formal Fair has been organized in New York. As long ago as
1970 the Japan Bridal Consultant Association numbering 1500
members was founded by its president Yumi Katsura, probably the
best-known specialist in this field whether as designer and businesswoman

or as the author of several books. Her luxurious bridal fashion
speciality store in Tokyo offers everything the bride could possibly
desire for herself, her bridesmaids and the rest of the bridal procession
to make the most beautiful day of her life even more beautiful.

On average 770,000 couples get married every year in Japan. While 20

years ago 97 percent of the brides wore the traditional, extremely costly
wedding kimono, there is a growing preference today for European
styles (as we know, however, the one does not exclude the other). At
the present time about 100,000 white or pastel coloured wedding
dressesaresold everyyearto happyyoung brides.Textile manufacturers,

including namely the St. Gall embroiderers, should have no trouble
in estimating what chances this means to them - especially as a
further 100,000 wedding dresses are ordered every year by rental
companies who hire them out on the great day for charges which can
hardly be regarded as modest. In fact the expanding rental business is

prospering. Kimonos for example are nearly always hired - for the
simple reason that a fine lined silk or richly brocaded kimono costs as
much as a good car.

"East is East, West is West, and never the twain shall meet" wrote the
English poet Rudyard Kipling, who had a lifetime fascination for the
land of the rising sun. But his words no longer ring so true. In some
areas the twain do in fact meet, and there are indeed points of contact.

126 One of them is bridal fashion - and fashion in general.
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